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IS YOUR BUSINESS READY TO MOVE THE STORAGE 

GOALPOSTS? 
 

More data is being created now than at any time in history and this trend is only going to increase, 

massively!  We have heard the phrase “data is the new oil”, it is but not if it is stuck in the ground and 

cannot be extracted efficiently or stored in a simple and accessible location.  

 

The challenge for a business typically involves several decision makers. 

• MD / CEO – The business is looking at ways of becoming more respondent to changes in the 

market by requesting new applications. 

• IT Director / CTO – They need somewhere to store information.  This typically involves a siloed 

storage solution from their chosen vendor. 

• Finance Director / CFO – They are concerned that the expenditure brings value to the business 

without breaking the bank and provides a good ROI. 

All parties have a set agenda, and all have a goal in mind of achieving the timeframe.  Using a football 

metaphor, we are going to rename these industry leaders as follows: 

1. MD / CEO – They are the strikers; they want to achieve results in the fastest possible time. 

2. IT Director / CTO – The midfield players who want to deliver the result to the strikers. 

3. Finance Director / CFO – The defenders who want to ensure that they protect the business from 

unforeseen attacks on the budget. 
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TIME 
The decision-making process involves numerous levels of senior management spread across many 

departments to make an informed choice.  However, this can, and does, delay the deployment of new 

technology, sometimes to the detriment of the business itself.  

Strikers – Timeframe weeks - They would like a solution in place within the shortest possible time 

to achieve their goal. 

Midfield – Timeframe 1 to 3 months - They would like to survey the landscape and choose a 

solution that delivers the best performance and meets the striker’s requirement.  This might involve 

extra investment in improving network performance. 

Defenders – Timeframe 1 to 6 months – They want to ensure the procurement process has been 

thoroughly exhausted and best possible purchase price and terms agreed. 

This method for purchasing, deciding, and deploying a storage solution has been the de-facto model for 

years.  The problem now however is that data is being generated faster than the decision-making process 

allows.  If it takes 6 months, then the strikers may have missed their opportunity to score and the 

competition have moved up the table whilst they remain a team 8th in the league. 

Businesses like football clubs need to be responsive, agile, and deliver a good ROI, otherwise they will be 

outclassed by a more nimble and efficient businesses. 

The data a business generates is an asset but only if it is in one easily accessible place and can be 

efficiently and quickly analysed to determine its value to the business.  Without that process, the business 

will be data rich and insight poor. 

Many businesses continually buy data 

storage from their preferred vendor to 

solve an ever-growing storage 

problem but do so without validation.  

On the other hand, a football club will 

purchase a player who excels at a 

given task but can also be a team 

player and interact with his 

teammates to win the game.  

Unfortunately, the data storage 

vendors do not play well together and 

as such we end up with islands of storage vendors who are good at what they do and that is it.  Some may 

provide a pure storage play for performance, others may provide the horsepower to scale but lack the 

agility, whilst others fail to hit the net apparently.  Whichever approach is adopted they are mired in silo 

thinking meaning decisions are made without a clear reference to the overall business objectives. 
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STORAGE INVESTMENT 

A football club when buying a player is 

making a significant investment 

knowing that the player might not 

perform as expected and may not get 

on well with his teammates.  The price 

they pay for that player is for a fixed 

term contract and when they sign the 

contract, they agree a weekly wage and 

then the club must keep the 

shareholders and supporters happy with 

their investment.  Buying storage is no 

different.  It needs to perform and, once 

purchased there can be no gotcha’s i.e. 

feature upgrade.  If a football player is 

injured how long is, he going to be away 

from the game to recover.  If a business needs to purchase a new storage shelf how long will it take to 

procure, install and be up and running?  Is it weeks or months depending on the striker, midfield, defender, 

and the shareholders i.e. storage vendor might not be willing to provide the same deal again!  And do not 

forget you do not have the luxury of substitutes sitting on the bench and so must get it right!  

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS 
Every week the manager of the football club needs to determine the best players to field to win the game 

against the competition from his pool of players.  He will speak with several key personnel the trainers, 

physios, doctors, and players to determine the best team to field.  He must also consider the next game 

and might field a worse team based on the competition and save the key players for another game.   

English football allows for 11 first team players and 3 substitutes per game, although the club might have 

22-23 players in total.  This is where data storage vendors differ, they provide storage based on several 

requirements. 

• How many IOPS 

• How much storage space 

• What is the interface connectivity? 

• All-flash, hybrid or hard disk 

• What features and functionality 

• Which vendor 

• Support and maintenance  

SYSTEM UPGRADES 
Once a business has bought and deployed the storage it must now fulfil a task.  The business does not 

have the luxury of the football club that can pick and choose the players they need for each match and 

have a pool of talent that they can call upon based on experience.  In the storage world you purchase 

100TB of disk space and 100,000 IOPS and then the business requirements change and now require 

150TB of storage space and 150,000 IOPS it is a massive hassle and headache as the sales and 

procurement process starts again. 
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A football club needs to balance the types of players it buys i.e. strikers, midfield, defenders, and goalies.  

These purchases must meet strict criteria: 

1. Length of contract 

2. Cost of purchasing player 

3. Contractual obligations 

4. Bonuses 

A football club now has a fine balance of skills to win titles.  A business on the other hand needs to have a 

flexible storage system to deliver this fine balance to run an application(s): 

• Compute 

• SSD/Flash 

• Hard Disk 

• Connectivity 

• Features 

• Performance 

• Scalability 

• Management 

• Service and Maintenance 

CHOOSING THE CORRECT TYPE OF STORAGE 

A football club can take years to get the right mix of talent and skills to win titles.  A business on the other 

hand does not have this luxury.  Application and workload requirements determine the types of storage 

required i.e. hard disk, all-flash, cache etc.  This is the fundamental problem with storage it doesn’t provide 

a solution that can be flexible enough to deliver huge IOPS, capacity, scalability or performance and if it 

does it is a storage solution that is limited to, at best, only one or two of these options.  What happens if the 

business needs additional storage functionality?  Is this another order the defender needs to sign off and 

the midfield need to schedule downtime to install? 

STORAGE PERFORMANCE 

In football you have players that have fast bursts of 

pace to get the ball up the field in the shortest 

amount of time, in the storage world this is all-flash. 

WHAT IF – Your storage platform outperforms all-

flash? 

SYSTEM DOWNTIME 
A football club ideally cannot afford to have player 

injuries as this could mean the manager has to field 

a weaker team.  The same is true of storage, 

downtime could cause headaches right at the wrong 

moment, whether that is a feature upgrade or physical issue, it is a problem. 

WHAT IF – The storage platform has zero downtime even when performing upgrades? 
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DEPLOYMENT DELAYS 
Unlike football where you have wingers, goalies, defenders, midfield, and strikers.  The way storage is sold 

has become overly complex in terms of capacity, performance, reliability, features, connectivity, support, 

maintenance, TCO and ROI, flexibility, training, functionality etc.  The quote is provided and consists of 10, 

20- or 30-line items and guess what, one has been missed and so another 2-3-week delay in obtaining a 

price.  This is a familiar story, the time it takes to determine exactly what is required could take weeks or 

months and by then the transfer window has closed and they have missed the opportunity of getting a good 

deal and lost an opportunity to win new business. 

WHAT IF – The storage platform that has all the functionality, features, capacity, performance etc, and 

receive a quote within 12 hours, with only four lines and includes all future upgrades and features at no 

extra cost?   

SELECTING THE RIGHT STORAGE FOR DATA 
Most businesses today buy storage based upon the type of data being stored database, file & print, 

archive, backup, performance etc. 

WHAT IF – Purchase a storage solution that could handle as many types of data as the business needs 

today and tomorrow? 

INVESTMENT 
Football players cost millions of pounds, the signing on fee, agents fee and weekly wages to consider as 

well as all the chefs, physios, doctors to keep those players in peak condition.  When buying storage this is 

the TCO and ROI.  It could be related to extras such as additional software features and support costs over 

the predicted life of the equipment. 

WHAT IF – Purchase an enterprise class storage solution at a lower TCO than the competition, whilst at 

the same time delivering a huge ROI? 

STORAGE TIERING 
Football managers always have a first and second team of players to choose.  The reason they have two 

teams is finance and skill set.  To field two first class teams is prohibitively expensive even to the richest 

clubs.  The data storage world is no different, businesses buy storage to solve a problem tier 1 – fastest 

through to tier 5 - the slowest.  As such, a business often ends up with different storage types from different 

storage vendors to meet the requirements as laid down by the striker. 

WHAT IF – Use an enterprise class storage solution that has storage tiers and yet isn’t your problem of 

what tier it resides? 

WORKLOADS & APPLICATIONS 
A football club needs to be ready to field a team to win titles i.e. Premier league, Champions league, FA 

cup etc.  A business needs to run different workloads and applications on different data storage types to 

process data and information to achieve the results a business needs in order to grow.  

WHAT IF – Run any application or workload on the same storage platform, with zero impact on 

performance? Scales from terabytes to multi-petabyte supporting mixed application workloads. 

STORAGE COST EFFICIENCY 
A football club on occasion loans a player to receive money or complete a transfer or return.  A business on 

the other hand has a couple of ways to purchase storage these are normally CAPEX, OPEX or Lease.  A 

business would need to sign up to an agreement over “X” years to meet one of these requirements.  This 

adds to the delay in trying to determine the most efficient and cost-effective way of buying storage. 
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WHAT IF – Pay for a storage solution that has an all-in-one subscription with pay-as-you go scalability, 

hardware included for life, a 100% data availability guarantee, and an end to the risks and costs associated 

with data migrations. 

CHOOSING A STORAGE PARTNER 
When buying data storage, you are looking to buy the best solution that your budget allows but is also 

highly reliable and available 7x24. 

WHAT IF – The storage solution delivers seven nines (99.99999%) uptime and non-disruptive upgrades.  
The component redundancy design enables rapid recovery from any component failure without impacting 
performance. 
 

The Future Now 
 

 
 

Like a football club buying the best players, they must fit in with the rest of the team for the club to win titles.  
Buying data storage is no different it needs to perform a task, within budget and operate seamlessly to 
deliver results to enable the business to make informed decisions on the direction it needs to go. 
 
If you have read this, you will have seen many WHAT IF statements and thought this is interesting.  Like a 
football club you want the best players in the world on the pitch to ensure you consistently win titles.  This 
data storage technology is available now and is a true disruptor in the storage market, the likes of which, in 
all my 38 years working in the data storage industry, I have not seen before.  All the world’s data storage 
companies typically provide a point solution to resolve a problem and they do it well.  None of them can 
provide and deliver the features, flexibility, and performance this solution provides. 
 
It is supported and seamlessly integrates with VMware, OpenStack, CommVault, Oracle, Rubrik, Veeam, 
Veritas, Microsoft, SAP, Host Power Tools, UNIX, Windows. 
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This storage solution is different in many ways. 
 

• FIPS 140-2 Validated 

• In-Line and At-Rest Data Integrity Verification 

• Data-at-Rest Encryption 

• Fastest Media Rebuild in the Industry 

• Petabyte-Scale Snapshots with Zero Performance Impact 

• Storage industries lowest RPO Recovery Point Objective as low as 4 seconds 

• Readable/Writable and Immutable Snapshots 

• Active/Active Replication, Synchronous Replication, and Asynchronous Replication 
 
After reading this it must have piqued an interest in solving you current and future storage issues.  So 
rather than scoring an own goal, why not contact us to discover more and start scoring goals and winning 
titles against your competition. 
 
This technology is a disruptor in every sense and really does deliver on its promises.  If you are considering 
a data storage replacement and are already speaking with your incumbent suppliers, why not call us on 
01256 331614 or email us solutions@fortunadata.com to find out more, it might be the best call you ever 
make. 
 
Thanks for reading 
 
Ray 
 
PS – The follow up article on this covers the issues in the continuous upgrade process of buying and 

utilising storage. 


